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ABSTRACT 

The present research, based on acoustic data, 
investigates the relationship between anticipatory labial 
gestures and perception of upcoming rounded vowels in 
French Vowel-Consonant-Vowel sequences (V1CV2). V1 
is always the high vowel /i/, C corresponds to the fricative 
/s/, and V2 is one of the following rounded vowels: the 
high front vowel /y/; the high back vowel /u/; the mid-high 
front vowel /ø/; the mid-high back vowel /o/. As it is 
known that anticipatory protrusion diminishes as lip 
aperture increases for rounded vowels, one of the main 
questions addressed here is: would a reduction in 
anticipatory protrusion affect the extension of a potential 
anticipatory auditory effect. The influences of speaker-
specific strategies on the auditory behaviour of listeners 
are also examined. 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

The principal purpose of anticipatory behaviours seems to 
be efficiency. In various sports and in goal-directed 
activities in general, anticipatory strategies are deployed in 
order to enhance performance. When a semantic modality 
is included in the activity, as is the case in handwriting or 
in speech production for example, anticipation represents 
a “coarticulatory” mechanism that facilitates movement 
execution or fluency. In speech, anticipatory gestures have 
either been acquired by speakers or simply result from 
biomechanical constraints related to inertial factors 
inherent to the speech articulators. In all cases, the 
listeners have learnt to exploit these anticipatory motor 
characteristics in linguistic communication. Perception in 
speech is predominantly auditory and/or visual.  

Such mechanisms have been studied, for French, on both 
the acoustic-auditory level (see for example[1]) and the 
visual domain (see [3]). It has, however, been shown that 
exploring such phenomena requires combined knowledge 
on both the motoric (articulatory) and sensory (acoustic) 
domains ([7]). In the present investigation, the acoustic 
data is thus examined with respect to articulatory sources. 
Thus, without directly using articulatory data, the 
approach is that of an articulatory interpretation of the 
acoustic signal, thereby allowing to rationalise auditory 
behaviour of listeners in motoric terms. On going 
investigations are, however, based on articulatory data.  
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has been shown ([5]) that anticipatory rounding for 
s do not have auditory perceptual effects for mid-
ounded vowels, this investigation will only look at 
nd mid-high rounded vowels.  

2. METHOD 

Speakers, corpus and measurements 
 sentences that offered [i + s + Vlab] sequences were 
unced at least ten times by two speakers (VT and 
in two speech rates, a self-selected normal speaking 
d a fast rate. 

orpus, recorded in an anechoic room, is composed of 
llowing sentences: 
. Ca hisse sur la mer. 
. Ca hisse ou recule. 
. Ca hisse au rabais 
rst sentence provides the sequence [isy], the second 
quence [isu] and the third one the sequence [iso]. A 
 production of these sentences allowed overriding 
nces in VCV sequencing due to differences in word 
re. 

nts (F1, F2, F3) were measured with the help of a 
 editor. For every sequence, measurements were 
ed in the steady portions of vowel [i] and the 
ed target vowels. A useful measure of anticipatory 
culatory effects in a V1CV2 context is the trajectory 
 inferior limit of the turbulence noise, henceforth IL 
This trajectory was monitored from offset of the 
nt structure of V1, through the fricative, to onset of 
rmant structure for V2 — and measured every 20 
or each sequence in both speech rates. Average 
nt values of V1 and of the different rounded vowels 
calculated, and an average value of IL was also 
ed at every measured point within the fricative 
. For sequence [isy] for instance, an average value, 
 on the 10 repetitions, for F1, F2 and F3 of the two 
s flanking the fricative was obtained. Particular 
on was paid to a more or less remarkably inflexion 
at any given date, within the fricative interval. The 
thrust in such a procedure is to examine the 
nship between frequency decrease of IL, as it 

aches the rounded vowel and a potential anticipatory 
ry perception of the upcoming rounded vowel. 

erify the perceptual effect of such an acoustic 
te, a perception test, based on the gating paradigm, 
arried out. It consists in selecting a representative 



sentence for each sequence then segments were “gated-
out” every 20 ms, backwards from onset of the rounded 
vowel, V2 into the acoustic obstruent interval that 
corresponds to the production of the fricative. Listeners 
were then asked to judge what the truncated vowel 
segments were. 

2.2. Listener judgements 
9 adults, all native speakers of French, served as listeners 
for the perceptual experiment. The test tape was played 
separately to all subjects. Score sheets were provided and 
subjects had to carry out two tasks for each of the 92 
utterances: (1) mark with a cross which vowel he or she 
believed to have been “gated-out” of the particular test 
stimuli, and (2) check on a 5-point scale the level of 
confidence with which they were making each judgement. 

In the first perception test, listeners were told that they 
would hear one of the following truncated sentences: 

1. Ca hisse sur la mer; 
2. Ca hisse à la mer; 
3. Ca hisse et avance. 
Three sentences that provide respectively sequences 

[isy], [isa] and [ise]. 

The second test proposed the following sequences: 
1. Ca hisse ou recule; 
2. Ca hisse à l’arrêt ; 
3. Ca hisse et recule. 
The three sentences offer respectively [isu], [isa] and 

[ise] sequences. 

Finally, the listeners had to choose between the 
following sentences: 

1. Ca hisse au rabais ; 
2. Ca hisse à rager ; 
3. Ca hisse et régit. 

These three sentences respectively varied the vocalic 
context from [iso] to [isa] and to [ise]. 

The first sequence of every series served to analyse the 
extent of auditory perception of vowel protrusion 
anticipation. The other two vowels served to verify the 
effects of absence of protrusion.  

Each "gated-out" sentence consisted of the phrase " Ca 
hisse… " plus an increasing amount of the acoustic 
information from the remaining fricative preceding the 
subsequent vowel. The last truncation date always 
coincided with onset of a clear formant structure of V2. A 
bip, serving to alert the listeners as to the imminence of a 
stimulus, preceded each utterance by 1.4 seconds. Inter-
stimuli interval was 4 seconds with a 10 second pause 
following each twelfth item. The test tape began with a 
training list of 12 items then continued with the 92 stimuli, 
of a given speaker, in a given prosodic condition. 

Score sheets were provided and subjects had to carry out 
two tasks for each of the 92 utterances: (1) mark with a 
cross which vowel he or she believed to have been "gated-
out" of the particular test stimuli, and (2) check on a 5-
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3.    EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

verage level of confidence for the 92 stimuli and for 
listeners (a total of 828 responses) is relatively high 
 with a standard deviation of 0.9). This shows that a 
 judgements were given with a satisfactory level of 
ence in the two speech rates. Also, percentage 
t responses are significantly correlated with 
ence level  (r=0.76 in normal speech and 0.8 in fast 
). This reveals that listeners were efficient and 
ent in the identification task. However, it is 

sting to notice that listeners were quite severe in 
ratings as a score of 2 signifies 57 % of correct 
ses in normal speech and 86% in fast speech. Due 
ce, findings presented, graphically, in this article 
nly focus on data from Speaker VT in normal 
.  

nticipatory perception of [y] 
ts given for [isy] in Figure 1 indicate that listeners 
le to identify the truncated vowel well before its 

tic onset. It can be observed that 62% of correct 
ses is obtained at 100 ms before onset of [y]. The 
tage of correct responses is high close to the 

ed vowel and decreases as gatings become more 
t from this target vowel (r=0.9). Such results are in 
ith data reported by [1], [6] and [4].  

rajectory of the inferior limit (IL) of the fricative 
(Figure 2) decreases continuously throughout the 
ve phase. Listeners begin to identify the upcoming 
 when a significant decrease is observed in the IL 
ory: a frequency drop from 3340 Hz (date 7) to 

Hz (date 8). 

nticipatory perception of [u] 
s vocalic context also, the percentage of correct 
fication is high close to the rounded vowel and 
ses as truncation is made further from it  (r=0.86). 

ts show 62% correct responses at 100 ms from the 
tic onset of the rounded vowel. However, such 
ses are robust (looking at confidence ratings) at 80 
m the vowel, with 87% correct responses. 

rajectory of IL decreases (Figure 3) going towards 
nd it is at a significant frequency drop in this 
tory (from 2934 Hz at 2697 Hz) that listeners begin 
ntify the rounded vowel. 

nticipatory perception of [o] 
ers seem to behave, globally, in this vocalic context 
the two previous contexts. However, it is important 
ntion that confidence ratings are low until gatings 
cated at 40 ms, or less, from the acoustic onset of the 
ed vowel. Results obtained for vowel /ø/ are quite 
r ([5]). 
percentage of correct responses is high close to the 
 but decreases drastically when truncation becomes 
t (Figure 1). 62% of correct responses is noticed 



only at 40 ms from the acoustic onset of the vowel. This 
date (5) is when a slight drop of IL is observed on the 
acoustic level (Figure 4).  

4.    CONCLUSIONS 

Measuring formants F1, F2 and F3 has helped in 
determining, to a certain extent, articulatory characteristics 
related, respectively, to vowel height, position and 
protrusion. Tracking IL has further allowed analysing the 
relationship between the trajectory of this fricative noise 
and the formant structures of the rounded vowels, in terms 
of frication-to-formant drifts, formant convergences and 
crossings. Anticipatory auditory perception of the rounded 
vowels has thus been investigated within this articulatory-
acoustic framework. 

IL is indeed a robust parameter to observe for auditory 
effects of vowel protrusion anticipation, in relation with 
vowel height. The steepness of the IL trajectory slope 
seems to be a function of degree of vowel protrusion and 
height: high protruded vowels have steeper slopes than 
mid-high and mid-low rounded ones. A remarkable 
frequency drop in the IL trajectory, towards the target 
vowel seems to cue precocious perception of this rounded 
vowel. The lower the rounded vowel, the lesser the 
protrusion and the extent of its anticipatory auditory 
effects. Thus anticipatory gestures are only audible for 
high and mid-high rounded vowels. Note that vowels are 
not categorically identified before the emergence of their 
formant structures. All precocious identification responses 
are only related to recognition of a “rounded quality” in 
the acoustic signal. 

Increasing speaking rate does not significantly modify the 
timing of the acoustic signal or the behaviour of listeners. 
Although global patterns in IL trajectories and formant 
structures are similar for the two speakers, listeners’ 
reactions depend on speaker-specific anticipatory 
strategies. 

Current investigations, based on articulatory and 
kinematic data for these productions, should provide better 
insights into motor-sensory relations in anticipatory 
rounding.  
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Figure 1: Mean values, in three vowel contexts, of 
percent correct responses at different gatings 
(Speaker VT). 
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Figure 2: Trajectory of the inferior limit of the 
fricative noise from /i/ to /y/ in the /isy/ sequence. 
Mean values of formants 1, 2 and 3 are shown for 
vowel /i/ (on the left) and vowel /y/ (on the right). 
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re 3: Trajectory of the inferior limit of the 
tive noise from /i/ to /u/ in the /isu/ sequence. 
n values of formants 1, 2 and 3 are shown for 
el /i/ (on the left) and vowel /u/ (on the right). 
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re 4: Trajectory of the inferior limit of the 
tive noise from /i/ to /o/ in the /iso/ sequence. 
n values of formants 1, 2 and 3 are shown for 
el /i/ (on the left) and vowel /o/ (on the right). 
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